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Abstract—Providing efficient and reliable communication in
wireless sensor networks is a challenging problem. To recover
from corrupted packets, previous approaches have tried to use
retransmissions and FEC mechanisms. The energy efficiency of
these mechanisms, however, is very sensitive to unreliable links.
In this paper, we present cluster-based forwarding, where each
node forms a cluster such that any node in the next-hop’s cluster
can take forwarding responsibility. This architecture, designed
specifically for wireless sensor networks, achieves better energy-
efficiency by reducing retransmissions. Cluster-based forwarding
is not a routing protocol. Rather, it is designed as an extension
layer that can augment existing routing protocols. Using simula-
tions, we demonstrate that cluster-based forwarding is effective
in improving both end-to-end energy efficiency and latency of
current routing protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem in wireless communication is pro-
viding efficient and reliable end-to-end packet delivery [21],
[25], [23], [19], [24], [14], [9]. Because wireless links tend to
be unreliable due to factors such as interference, attenuation,
and fading [11], [24], [27], [4], [28], previous protocols for
reliable communication have tried to use two approaches to
recover from corrupted packets, namely, packet retransmis-
sions and forward error correction (FEC). Both approaches are
sensitive to link quality. When links are weak, packet retrans-
missions are expensive since the energy spent on a failed node-
to-node transmission is completely wasted. Similarly, FEC is
expensive since it must be designed for the worst case if
channel conditions change frequently. The problem of reliable
energy-efficient communication deserves special attention in
wireless sensor networks. Link quality in sensor networks is
usually weaker compared to other wireless systems. Many
links can have a loss probability well above 50% [11], [27].
Additionally, link quality is marked by significant variability
due to changes in the environment. Meanwhile, the energy
constraints of sensor networks are much more severe, because
of the unattended nature of many sensor network applica-
tions [22], [12]. Therefore, it is imperative to design protocols
in wireless sensor networks that implement efficient measures
for minimizing energy loss.

This work takes inspiration from one class of promising
techniques known as cooperative communication [13], which
exploits the broadcast nature of wireless communication to im-
prove energy efficiency. We refer to ExOR [2] and MRD [17]
as two recent protocols in this area. However, designed for

wireless networks (MANET), these protocols are not suitable
for typical sensor network applications for three reasons.
First, to reduce product cost, current sensor nodes are usually
equipped with low-cost transceivers, such as CC2420 [5],
which are quite different from the more powerful radio systems
typical to other wireless networks. One restriction is the frame
length. CC2420 has a transmit buffer of only 128 bytes, and
the actual payload of a data packet is usually 30-50 bytes.
Because of the size limitation, protocols in sensor networks
cannot rely heavily on radio to transmit protocol state. This is
in contrast, for example, to ExOR, where the packet header
size alone ranges between 44 and 114 bytes, and is heavily
used for state transfer. Hence, in general, MANET protocols
cannot be directly ported to sensor networks.

Second, MANET protocols usually assume different com-
munication patterns from sensor networks. For example, ExOR
optimizes batches of packets, while MRD optimizes commu-
nication between the WLAN client and multiple access points
(AP). Both communication patterns do not fit sensor networks,
where data flows are usually low-rate and spontaneous.

Third, the communication stack of MANET is different
from sensor networks. While MANET has widely assumed
variants of 802.11 as its protocol stack, there is no agree-
ment on (or standardization of) the individual protocols in
sensor networks. Existing applications often develop their
own routing implementations. Therefore, it may not be useful
to propose yet another reliable end-to-end routing protocol,
because of the difficulty in adapting existing applications to
use any single protocol. Instead, it may be more effective to
propose a modular approach that allows extending existing
routing protocols.

In response to these challenges, we propose cluster-based
forwarding (CBF), a general architectural extension to routing
protocols that takes inspiration from cooperative communica-
tion, and is compatible with most existing routing protocols
through carefully defined interfaces. We call the scheme
“cluster-based” because, in this approach, groups of nodes
cooperate with each other to forward packets. Clusters in CBF
are more akin to neighborhoods than to clustering backbones
as proposed in ad-hoc networks [1], [16]. Previous clustering
methods for ad-hoc networks cannot be used in CBF, because
selecting clusters is critical to the performance of CBF, and
inappropriate clustering will introduce excessive overhead.
Therefore, we design a customized approach in CBF based



on an analysis of energy cost.
The main contributions of CBF are summarized as follows.

First, CBF is the first cluster-based forwarding service that
is designed as an architectural extension to existing routing
protocols in wireless sensor networks. To this end, CBF
offers a performance improvement that requires minimal-to-
no changes to both routing protocols and existing applications.
This minimal-impact property of CBF enables its convergence
with existing applications and protocols, while providing better
end-to-end energy efficiency.

Second, CBF proposes to use “helpers”, which reduces
the number of retransmissions by adaptively migrating packet
forwarding tasks from weak links to strong links, and by taking
advantage of the occasionally successful transmissions over
long (and likely lossy) links. To organize helpers around one
node, we introduce two “helper patterns”, the intermediate
helper pattern and the distant helper pattern, in CBF’s helper
admission algorithm.

Third, the efficacy of CBF is demonstrated through perfor-
mance comparisons of four different routing protocols, before
and after applying CBF. These comparisons also validate our
design goals of interfacing CBF with different communication
stacks, with minimal-to-no changes.

This paper is organized as following. Section II surveys
related work and discusses their differences with CBF. Section
III presents an overview of the motivations for CBF. Section IV
elaborates the detailed design choices of the CBF architecture.
This architecture interfaces with both the network layer and
the MAC layer of existing communication stacks, but remains
independent of their internals, treating them as black boxes.
Section V evaluates the performance of CBF, using four well-
known routing protocols as baseline examples. Section VI
concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Providing energy-efficient and reliable end-to-end packet
delivery for wireless sensor networks is a challenging task
due to the unreliable nature of wireless links [28], [27],
[24]. Several approaches have been proposed for reliable
communication in sensor networks. Alec Woo [24] chooses
reliable routes based on link connectivity statistics obtained
dynamically from an EWMA estimator. RMST [21] tracks
packet fragments so that receiver initiated requests can be
satisfied when individual pieces of an application payload get
lost. Robust data delivery [10] simultaneously sends packets
along multiple paths at the expense of increased communica-
tion overhead. FEC-based approaches [14] try to encode error
recovery information into packets to compensate for the effect
of lossy links.

While the previous approaches are quite useful, the energy
efficiency of these protocols could be considerably affected by
unreliable links. When weak links are chosen, these protocols
may introduce excessive energy overhead by retransmitting
the packets. To solve this problem, recently, researchers have
studied improving energy-efficiency using a class of tech-
niques called cooperative communication. We refer to [13] as

a survey of this topic, and refer to ExOR [2], MRD [17] and
ROMER [26] as recent protocols. However, as shown in the
previous section, these protocols are different from our work
in terms of the assumptions, goals, and approaches. Because
of the unique challenges of sensor networks, they cannot be
directly ported and used.

In sensor networks, the only work we know that takes
inspiration from cooperative communication is SPaC [7]. The
key idea of this protocol is that nodes combine multiple
corrupted packets into correct packets. SPaC allows one node
to receive two or more corrupted versions of a packet from
its upstream nodes through overhearing. The focus of SPaC
is thus on reliability. By allowing multiple copies of the
same data packet, SPaC also increases the demand for storage
space and computation overhead of sensor nodes. Our work
is different from SPaC in that given the memory constraints
on sensor network nodes, CBF does not store any corrupted
packets during communication. The original use of helpers in
CBF is also different, which makes hop-wise delivery more
likely to succeed.

III. OVERVIEW OF CLUSTER-BASED FORWARDING

In this section, we first present our experimental results
on link quality. These results lead to two observations that
motivate CBF, and each observation leads to a helper pattern.
We also present practical design concerns of CBF that need
to be addressed.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Packet Delivery Probability at Different Distances

A. Link Quality in Reality

Recent investigations [11], [27], [24], [28] indicate three
distinct data reception regions for wireless communication:
fully connected, transitional and disconnected. In the fully
connected region, nodes transmit packets reliably, approaching
100% delivery probability in the absence of congestion; in
the transitional region, link quality varies considerably: some
links may exhibit perfect quality while others the opposite; in
the disconnected region, no links or only weak links exist.
Simulation models for these three regions have also been
presented (e.g., the simulation model in [28]).

To help quantify these three regions, we carry out an
experiment using MicaZ sensor nodes. Figure 1 shows our
experimental results of delivery probability between MicaZ



nodes at different distances. This experiment uses one sender
and two receivers. The distance between them changes from
5ft to 40ft, in steps of 5ft. At each distance, the sender sends
six rounds of packets, with 100 packets in each round. The
packet delivery probability is plotted for comparison. Observe
that the link quality varies considerably with distance from
the sender to the receiver, where the observed fully connected
region is 0-12 feet, the transitional region 12-36 feet, and the
disconnected 36 feet or more.

B. Motivating Observations through Examples

We now study the implications of the three regions. Con-
sider an example scenario as shown in Figure 2, where sender
A transmits a packet to receiver B. Assume that two other
nodes, C and D, are located within the fully connected region
of node B. The routing layer chooses B instead of C or D for
the following reasons. From the routing layer’s perspective, C
is located somewhere between A and B, and is not as good as
B as the next relay. On the other hand, while D is indeed a
better node than B in terms of its distance to the destination,
it is not selected because the link between A and D is too
weak1.

A D

C
B

Fig. 2. Hop-wise Transmission Example

While the routing layer neglected C and D, we have the
following two observations concerning their roles to improve
packet delivery. First, if the quality of the link between C
and B is better than the link between A and B, and if C has
received the packet from A while B has not, it is better to
shift the transmission task from AB to CB. Intuitively, such
a shift can reduce the expected number of retransmissions
needed because retransmitting from C is more likely to be
successful. Note that, while C may alternatively be chosen as
an intermediate hop between A and B by the routing layer,
such a conservative choice will double the local traffic by
adding an extra hop on the path of all packets. If the successful
transmission probability between A and B is not negligible,
energy can be saved by sending to B directly. Only if such
a transmission fails that the packet will be forwarded by C.
Hence, the extra hop is introduced only for some packets.
In fact, an advantage of CBF is that it does allow using
more hops in routing while providing a reliable conservative
alternative—in case of failure—that is no worse than using the
more conservative route by default.

Second, if D receives the packet from A, because D is better
than B, then, regardless of whether B has received the packet
or not, D can continue the forwarding task, and skip B.

1We use the words sender and receiver to refer to the single-hop sender
and receiver, and use the words source and destination to refer to the origin
and final sink of the multiple-hop packet delivery task.

The observations above help reduce the total number of
transmissions. We call both C and D helper nodes, and each
of them represents a helper pattern. In the first pattern, the
helper, C, is an intermediate node that works by shifting the
forwarding task from a weak link, AB, to a strong link, CB.
We call this pattern an intermediate helper pattern. In the
second pattern, the helper, D, is a distant node that is exploited
opportunistically if it receives A’s packet. We call this pattern
a distant helper pattern.
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Fig. 3. Hop-wise Transmission Outcomes

Now return to Figure 2. Observe that each of B, C, and
D gives rise to two outcomes for the probabilistic hop-wise
packet delivery between A and B, success and failure. We
have a total of eight combinations of outcomes as shown in
Figure 3. Here, black and white circles represent failure and
success to receive a packet, respectively, by each of B, C, and
D. For a packet sent from A, of all the eight combinations, four
can improve communication using the distant helper pattern,
and one using the intermediate helper pattern. CBF is designed
to improve energy efficiency by taking advantage of these five
combinations.

C. Design Concerns

While the mechanism of CBF is intuitive, there are several
concerns that have to be addressed. The primary concern is
overhead. While both helper patterns reduce the number of
retransmissions, they also introduce overhead. In the previous
example, if helper C wants to take over the forwarding task, it
has to inform A to stop retransmissions. Similarly, if D wants
to become a new sender, taking the responsibility of B, it has
to inform A and B to stop forwarding the current packet. If
not addressed carefully, this overhead may exceed the savings
brought about by CBF.

CBF proposes two algorithms to ensure that energy savings
dominate. The first algorithm, called the helper admission
algorithm, takes a cost-analysis approach when forming clus-
ters. The second algorithm, called the forwarder resolution
algorithm, removes duplicates at very low overhead. The
details of these algorithms are presented in the next section.

IV. CLUSTER-BASED FORWARDING ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the CBF architecture. We assume long-
term, low-rate traffic patterns, where congestion is rare. The
link quality in such networks is relatively stabilized. We intend
to consider the effect of congestion in our future work.
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A. Architecture Overview

The CBF architecture is shown in Figure 4. The CBF layer
is designed as a middle layer between the network layer and
the MAC layer. The CBF layer consists of four modules, the
CBF control module, the helper admission module, the address
translation module, and the forwarding resolution module.

Algorithm 1 CBF Control Algorithm
PHASE I: CBF layer initialization
PHASE II: CBF helper admission
PHASE III:
for Each packet do

repeat
{PHASE III.a Sender-side algorithm:}
Receive a packet from the network layer
Translate the next-hop node address of this packet to
the next cluster address
Send this packet to the MAC layer
{PHASE III.b Receiver-side algorithm running on mul-
tiple nodes}
Receive a packet from the MAC layer
Forwarding resolution to select a unique receiver
Send this packet to the network layer on the selected
receiver only

until The packet reaches destination
end for

The CBF control module maintains state information and
coordinates the actions between other modules. The control
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm consists
of three phases. The first phase, initialization, sets the initial
program state, such as whether or not CBF is enabled. The
CBF control module then calls other modules in the CBF layer
to finish the other two phases.

The helper admission control module is responsible for the
second phase, CBF helper admission. This module selects a
subset of neighbors as helpers for a receiver, which help it
receive packets from the sender.

The address translation module and the forwarding resolu-
tion module are responsible for the third phase, which consists

of two parts. On the sender side, the address translation
module receives packets from the network layer, and translates
their addresses into cluster addresses. On the receiver side,
because multiple helpers, as well as the receiver, may receive
the same packet, the forwarding resolution module removes
redundant packets and selects one unique receiver to forward
the packet along the multi-hop delivery path. Both the address
translation module and the forwarding resolution module use
cluster information maintained by the control module. Their
relationship is shown in Figure 4.

B. Helper Admission

In the helper admission module, each node selects a sub-
set of neighbors as its helpers using the helper admission
algorithm. Our description of this algorithm consists of two
parts. The first part describes its interfaces with other layers
of the communication stack. The second part describes its
implementation details.

1) Algorithm Interfaces: The admission algorithm uses
two interfaces: the link quality interface provided by the MAC
layer, and the comparison interface provided by the network
layer.

The link quality interface provides packet delivery success
probability information between the current node and its
neighbors. Representative approaches to estimate link quality
are based on the snooping of packet sequence numbers [24],
or the use of the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) parameter [5].
In this paper, we take an approach similar to [24], where
each node gathers link quality information to each neighbor by
exchanging sequence-number-stamped packets, and broadcasts
gathered information back to its neighbors. The quality of the
wireless link between nodes A and B is represented by a vector
(p, q), where p is the packet delivery success probability from
A to B, and q is the probability in the opposite direction. We
also use (p, q) to denote a link where there is no confusion.

While the link quality interface is used for admitting both
intermediate helpers and distant helpers, the comparison in-
terface is specifically used for admitting distant helpers. Note
that this interface is completely optional: CBF can also be
functional without using distant helpers. However, we observe
that most network layers can export such an interface with
minimal changes to their code. Therefore, we consider it
worthwhile to provide this interface in exchange for improved
CBF performance. Formally, the comparison interface is de-
fined as the following function.

Comparison function:
Compare(NODE N1, NODE N2, NODE DESC)
Parameters: NODE N1, NODE N2, NODE DESC
Return value: NODE N1 or N2

In this function, N1 and N2 are from the set of the current
node and its neighbors. The function compares N1 and N2
in terms of their advances towards the destination DESC, and
selects the better one as the returned node. We observe that this
interface is inherently supported by many routing protocols.
We now give a few examples. In the geographic forward-
ing routing protocol, this function is implicitly implemented



by comparing physical distances to the destination. Another
example is DSR, where the interface can be implemented
by using the path information that is stored in DSR packet
headers. Different nodes can be compared based on their hop
distances to the destination, if they lie on the forwarding
path of the current packet. More generally, we conceive the
following implementation for the comparison interface. When
a node, referred to as the current node, invokes such an
interface, it works as follows. First, if either N1 or N2 is
the next-hop node for the destination DESC, the function
returns this next-hop, N1 or N2. Second, if the current node
is either N1 or N2, and the next-hop node is not involved, the
function returns this current node. Finally, if neither the next-
hop node nor the current node is involved in the comparison,
the function randomly returns N1 or N2. The semantics of
this implementation is that the next-hop node is the best, the
current node the second, and all the other nodes are less
favorable. This simple implementation is sufficient for the
helper admission module to use. Because this implementation
allows at most one distant helper (essentially, the next-hop
node of the receiver), more fine-grained comparisons, as is
the case with geographic forwarding, are preferred to further
improve the performance of CBF.

2) Algorithm Design: We now describe the design of the
helper admission algorithm. For both intermediate helpers
and distant helpers, the intuition of this algorithm is that a
neighbor node should become a helper if it can introduce
more savings than costs. To find such neighbors, the algorithm
takes a cost analysis approach. Because an intermediate helper
and a distant helper follow different cost analysis procedures,
the algorithm first uses the comparison interface to classify
potential helpers. In this step, the receiver classifies each
neighbor as either a potential intermediate helper C (if the
receiver itself is better), or a distant helper D (if this neighbor
node is better).

In the following derivations, we assume uniformly deployed
sensor networks, where the number of nodes receiving a
broadcast packet is roughly equal. Hence, the cost of a
transmission consists of the sending cost of the sender, and
the receiving cost of a fixed number of receivers. We define
this sum as one cost unit. We also assume the most commonly
used ACK model, which uses acknowledgements to ensure
reliable transmissions2.

We now derive the energy cost for sending a packet over a
link with quality (p, q). Since the round-trip combined packet
delivery probability is pq, the expected number of transmission
rounds is 1/pq. Therefore, the expected transmission cost at
the sender side is 1/pq. On the receiver side, B sends out
acknowledgements for every data packet it receives. Assuming
that the packet size ratio between an acknowledgement packet

2A related reliable transmission model is the NACK model, which uses
negative acknowledgements. The NACK model is appropriate for data streams,
where follow-up packets can be used to detect previous packet losses. The
energy cost over a link (p, q) for the NACK model is 1/p + (1 − p)λ/pq,
which is lower than that of the ACK model. However, because of the stream
requirement of the NACK model, we assume the ACK model in this paper.

and a data packet is λ. Therefore, the expected cost of ac-
knowledgements is λ×1/q. The total energy cost, normalized
to the cost of transmitting a data packet once, is 1/pq + λ/q.

Next, we consider an intermediate helper, C. Every time it
receives a data packet that the receiver B has lost, it sends a
(very short) Request To Send (RTS) packet to B. If B agrees,
it replies with a Clear To Send (CTS) packet. After receiving
CTS, C replies with the lost data packet, thereby shifting the
delivery task from AB to CB. C only sends RTS once. If it
does not receive the CTS packet, it silently drops the data
packet. The reason for this design choice is to avoid multiple
copies of the data packet, and will further be explained in the
forwarder resolution module.

We now analyze helper C’s savings and costs. To differen-
tiate between links, we denote the link between A and B as
(pAB , qAB), and the link between C and B as (pCB , qCB).

Helper C can save energy only if it receives a CTS from
B. The expected cost of sending the data packet from C to B
is 1/pCBqCB + λ/qCB . Because the event that C receives the
CTS packet from B occurs with a probability of pCBqCB , the
expected savings introduced by C, denoted by S, are:

S = pCBqCB [
1

pABqAB

+
λ

qAB

− (
1

pCBqCB

+
λ

qCB

)] (1)

The costs of helper C come from two sources. First, the
RTS/CTS exchanges between C and B. Second, if B receives
the packet from C, it has to inform A to stop retransmitting
the data packet. The first cost C1 can be written as follows.

C1 = λ + qCBλ (2)

Because B informs A only after it receives the data packet
from C, this cost is associated with a probability of pCBqCB .
Assuming that B informs A uses an acknowledgement-based
model, this cost C2 can be written as follows.

C2 = pCBqCB [
λ

pABqAB

+
λ

pAB

] (3)

To ensure that costs are smaller than savings, we have:

S > C1 + C2 (4)

For a distant helper, denoted as D, the situation is slightly
different. Because a distant helper is a better next-hop than the
current node, it does not need to deliver the data packet to B
again. Instead, it informs B that it will send out the packet
directly. Therefore, a distant helper introduces more costs,
but at the same time, more savings as well. The savings and
costs can be written as follows, following the same analysis
procedure for intermediate helpers.

S = pDBqDB [
1

pABqAB

+
λ

qAB

] (5)

C1 = λ + qDBλ (6)



C2 = pDBqDB [
λ

pDBqDB

+
λ

qDB

] (7)

C3 = pDBqDB [
λ

pABqAB

+
λ

pAB

] (8)

And to admit D, it must satisfy:

S > C1 + C2 + C3 (9)

Results 4 and 9 show the requirements for one neighbor
node to be accepted as a helper. The admission algorithm
simply applies these requirements to each neighbor to obtain
a cluster.

To have an intuitive understanding of the above require-
ments, we give an example. Suppose that in a sensor network,
the length of a data packet is 30 bytes, the length of a control
packet 3 bytes, and the link between A and B has a quality of
(0.5, 0.5). Inequality (4) and Inequality (9) reduce to quadratic
functions, and indicate that an intermediate helper C must have
a link to B with pCB > 0.58 (assuming p = q), while a distant
helper D only requires a link to B with pDB > 0.27 (assuming
p = q), to improve performance.

C. Address Translation

The address translation module translates next-hop node
addresses into next-hop cluster addresses. Each receiver forms
its own cluster. Therefore, a natural design choice is to use
the next-hop node address itself as the cluster address. In the
CBF architecture, an optional design choice is that for each
hop, the sender specifies whether the next-hop transmission
will use CBF or not. Therefore, an optional field (one bit) is
used in the packet to denote whether CBF is enabled for the
next hop.

D. Forwarder Resolution

Ni
Nj

Cluster Ni Cluster Nj

Fig. 5. Cluster Forwarding Scenario

The forwarder resolution module of CBF ensures that no
duplicated packets are delivered. One source of potential
duplicates is when multiple helpers receive the same lost data
packet. Figure 5 shows such an example. We now describe
how such duplicates are removed.

To avoid radio interference between packets, the forwarder
resolution module uses time slots to coordinate between
helpers. In general, the receiver assigns early time slots to
distant helpers because they can potentially bring about more
savings.

The time slot assignment between distant helpers works
as follows. The receiver compares such helpers using the
comparison interface, and assigns earlier time slots to those
with more advances to the destination. Between intermediate

helpers, the approach is different. Because intermediate helpers
send the lost data packet to the receiver anyway, the time slot
assignment is based on comparing link quality between an
intermediate helper and the receiver. Those helpers with better
combined round-trip packet delivery probability, pq, get earlier
time slots.

Note that, although we use time slot assignments in the
resolution procedure, we do not need a time synchronization
service. The reason is that only those helpers that receive
a lost data packet from the sender will wait for their time
slots. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, the
data packets themselves can serve as implicit synchronization
points, much like the approach used in RBS [8].
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Fig. 6. Intermediate Helper State Transitions
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Fig. 7. Distant Helper State Transitions

We next describe how a helper works during the forwarder
resolution. The state transition graphs of an intermediate helper
and a distant helper are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. We
now explain these state transitions. Once one helper receives
a data packet from the sender, it waits for its pre-determined
time slot to send RTS. When its time slot comes, the helper
first listens to check whether the channel is clear. If it is, it
follows with an RTS packet to the receiver. If the receiver
replies with a CTS, this helper gets a permission to proceed.
It either follows with a lost data packet, if it is an intermediate
helper, or follows with a request to become a new sender, if
it is a distant helper.

On the other hand, at the beginning of the time slot, if
the current helper detects that the channel is not clear, it is
likely that a previous helper has got a permission from the
receiver, and is sending the lost data packet. The forwarder
resolution module takes a conservative approach, where the



current helper silently drops the data packet, to avoid any
possible interference between helpers.

To save overhead, CBF could use overhearing to reduce
unnecessary transmissions, if nodes work in listening mode by
default, as is usually the case for the radio circuit of current
sensor networks. The principle of overhearing is that because
the wireless medium is shared, each node can overhear data
packets sent by its neighbor. Both the sender and the helpers
can use overhearing to adjust their actions. At the sender side,
if the sender overhears a data packet being sent out again by
the receiver, it knows that this data packet must have been
received successfully, and safely removes it from its buffer.
At the helper side, if one helper overhears that another helper
has started to send a lost data packet to the receiver, this
helper assumes that the lost data packet can be recovered and
therefore, no longer needs to send its RTS when its time slot
comes.

Finally, the receiver maintains the uniqueness of each data
packet, by following two rules. First, if no distant helpers exist,
it only admits a lost data packet from intermediate helpers
once. Second, if there are distant helpers, it only gives one
distant helper the permission to serve as a new sender. For
all the RTS packets received from helpers after either of these
two actions occurs, the receiver stops sending out CTS packets,
so that all the remaining helpers do not get permissions. This
also explains why RTS packets are sent only once by a helper:
additional RTS packets may lead to undesired traffic that not
only consumes extra bandwidth and energy, but also confuses
the receiver.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present performance evaluation results.
We use four routing protocols as baselines. We implement
CBF as extensions for each of them, and compare the per-
formance of these routing protocols before and after applying
CBF.

A. Comparison Baselines

We first introduce the comparison baselines. We choose four
node-based routing protocols, shown as following.

• Hop-based Spanning Tress [3], [18] (termed SPT-HOP)
• ETX-based Spanning Trees [6] (termed SPT-ETX)
• Geographic Forwarding [15] (termed GF-HOP)
• Geographic Forwarding Extension [20] (termed GF-ETX)

The first baseline, hop-based spanning tree, uses flooding to
find paths. A shorter path (i.e., one with fewer hops) is con-
sidered better. While such aggressive path-length optimization
has become deprecated (as it tends to choose longer, unreliable
links), the addition of the CBF extension allows opportunistic
use of longer links while providing a reliable alternative as
backup.

ETX-based spanning tree is an adaptation of the ETX-based
DSR from [6], which takes into account the effect of link
quality on routing performance. In [6], the authors showed
that this new routing protocol can achieve better performance,
by associating an ETX-based cost metric to each link. Both

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETTINGS

Radio
Modulation FSK Encoding Manchester

Output Power -7 dBm Frame 50 bytes
Transmission Medium

Path Loss Exponent 3 PLD0 52 dBm
Noise Floor -105 dBm D0 1m

Deployment Configuration
Area Height 300 m Area Width 300 m

Node Number 2500 Range 10-25m
Protocols

SPT SPT-ETX GF GF-ETX
Performance Metrics

End-to-End Energy Cost End-to-End Delay

hop-based spanning tree routing and ETX-based spanning tree
routing take advantage of global information to make routing
decisions.

Geographic forwarding is another protocol that has been
widely used in sensor networks. Many variants of this protocol
exist today [15], [20], [9]. Unlike the previous two protocols,
geographic routing does not rely on global topology informa-
tion to make routing decisions. Instead, this class of protocols
makes routing decisions in a localized neighborhood. While
this property makes it more vulnerable to topology holes,
geographic forwarding usually has lower overhead, compared
to spanning-tree-based protocols.

We choose two geographic forwarding protocols, the ba-
sic version and an extension presented in [20]. In this ex-
tension, nodes use both geographic information and link
quality to make routing choices. For each neighbor T, the
sender S will calculate the metric DistanceAdvanced(ST )×
LinkQuality(ST ), and choose the neighbor node that maxi-
mizes this metric as the next hop relay, to achieve improved
performance.

B. Simulator Details

Our simulator is implemented as follows. The radio model
is implemented according to [28], with several adjustable
parameters. We set these parameters strictly according to the
hardware specifications of current sensor networks (i.e., we use
CC2420 radio hardware as the reference setting, as shown in
Table I.). These parameters accurately reflect the performance
of MicaZ nodes in that they have the same modulation method
(FSK), encoding method, frame length and path loss exponent.

During each simulation, the simulator deploys 2500 nodes
randomly in a 300m × 300m field. A sink is positioned at
the center of the field, and each node sends a packet to the
sink over multiple hops, using different routing protocols.
We choose two evaluation metrics, the end-to-end delay and
energy cost. The delay metric measures how long it takes for
the packet to arrive at the sink, normalized to the time for
transmitting one data packet once. The cost metric is defined
as the ratio of the total number of packets, in bits, sent by
all nodes (including all control signals and retransmissions),
by the total number of non-redundant packets received by the
sink. This metric essentially measures goodput, and reflects
both communication overhead and energy efficiency.
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C. Evaluation Results

We present the experimental results in Figure 8 to Figure 15.
All results are based on a total of ten rounds of simulations.

The figures are organized as follows. Figure 8 and 9 are

results for the SPT-HOP-based routing protocol. Figure 10
and 11 are results for the SPT-ETX-based routing protocol.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 are results for the GF-HOP-based
routing protocol. Figure 14 and Figure 15 are results for the
GF-ETX-based routing protocol.

We have three observations concerning these results. First,
CBF reduces the end-to-end cost and delay for each routing
protocol. Because of the cost-analysis procedure in the helper
admission module of CBF, the reduction in cost is expected.
The reduction in end-to-end delay is more interesting. An
examination of simulation traces reveals that this is attributed
to a considerable decrease in the number of retransmissions:
without CBF, the sender will time-out and resend a lost
packet. Such time-outs considerably increase end-to-end delay.
Therefore, while CBF increases the possibility of successful
hop-wise packet delivery, i.e., fewer time-outs, it reduces the
end-to-end delivery delay as well.

Second, we observe that while the four routing protocols
without CBF have considerably different performance, after
applying CBF, their performance is comparable. The reason is
that CBF exploits spatial diversity and link quality variations.
While a particular routing protocol, such as SPT-HOP and GF-
HOP, may be inefficient by choosing weak links, CBF fixes
their inefficiencies by aggressively using helpers to transmit
over such weak links, and achieves better end-to-end perfor-
mance. In fact, the resulting performance for these inefficient
protocols after applying CBF is comparable to that of routing
protocols that have built-in link-quality-based measures, such
as SPT-ETX and GF-ETX.

A third observation is that the performance improvements
after applying CBF on SPT-ETX (Figure 10 and Figure 11)
are minimal. We analyzed the simulation traces and found
out that in general, SPT-ETX has already selected pretty good
paths using its built-in link-quality-based measures. Therefore,



its space for performance improvement by exploiting link
quality is limited. In fact, CBF does not considerably change
the behavior of SPT-ETX in the experiments. On the other
hand, because CBF does not degrade protocol performance, a
property that is guaranteed by its cost-analysis procedure, we
could still observe a slight performance improvement brought
by CBF.

It is generally known that by adding more nodes to a sensor
network, i.e., by increasing its density, its communication
performance can be improved, because nodes have more
next-hop choices and may find better routes to destinations.
Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate the impact of density
on CBF. In the following experiment, we change the number
of nodes deployed. In addition to the previous setting where
2500 nodes are deployed, we also evaluate two more settings
with 1500 and 3500 nodes deployed in each setting, and record
the number of helpers for each node. The number of helpers
for those nodes are shown in Figure 16, and we observe that
as the node density increases, the number of helpers increases
as well. This experiment validates our intuition that adding
more nodes may help communication, because more nodes
are likely to have more helpers.

The last experiment answers the following question: ex-
actly which nodes have helpers? More specifically, we try to
correlate the number of helpers of one node to its next-hop
link quality. We use the combined round-trip packet delivery
probability, i.e, pq, to measure the quality of a link (p, q),
and present the results in Figure 17. We select a sample of
randomly chosen 500 nodes, and for each node, plot both the
number of its helpers and its next-hop link quality. Observe
that most of the helpers belong to those nodes with weak next-
hop links (i.e., a lower combined packet delivery probability).
On the other hand, those nodes with stronger next-hop links,
positioned on the right side of the figure, mostly have no
helpers at all. This figure is also consistent with how CBF
achieves performance improvements, namely, using helpers
to recover from the otherwise failed transmissions over weak
links.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed CBF, a cooperative approach to
improve end-to-end delivery performance for wireless sensor
networks, by exploiting the use of helper clusters. We demon-
strate that CBF reduces end-to-end cost and delay for generic
routing protocols. Designed as an architectural extension, CBF
can be easily plugged into existing communication stacks to
improve performance. We believe this design choice makes
CBF particularly attractive to sensor network system designers.
Furthermore, by using the technique of cooperative com-
munication, CBF represents a growing direction of wireless
communication protocols.

While CBF is designed for low-data-rate sensor networks
where congestion is rare, we will study how to extend CBF to
congested sensor networks in our future work. CBF may need
to be modified because when congestion exists, the link quality
may change dramatically from time to time, and helpers need

to be updated in time to compensate for such changes. Such
design changes await further study.
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